
Technical Details
Region Blind River, Awatere Valley, 
 Marlborough

Clone and 68% Mass Select on Riparia Gloire
Rootstock 17% BDX on 101-14
 15% Mass Select on 5C

Pick Date 34%  19th March
 34%  20th March
 15%  31st March
 17%  1st April

Fermentation 100% Stainless Steel as cold 
 as possible (down as low as 8̊ C)

Yeast Strain 85% VL3, 15% L3

Post Ferment  No fining agents 
Operations were added 
 Cold Stabilised

Residual Sugar 3.1g/L

pH 3.34

TA 8.1g/L

Alcohol 13.5%

Suggested Retail $16.99

Our wines are certified under the Sustainable Wine Growing program (SWNZ) 

requiring the vineyard, winemaking and bottling to be sustainably certified. 

Tasting
The nose on the 2018 Three Brooms is beautifully balanced with the juxtaposition of fresh super-

ripe green characters comprised of currant leaf, kiwi fruit and a touch of passionfruit and our classic 

Blind River minerality all set against a rich, deep, slightly creamy softness of the perfect breadth.  

The Vineyards
Over the last many years, we have been constantly reminded that we are in a cool climate as no 

two growing seasons have been the same.  Vintage 2018 continued that theme being a harvest of 

two halves.  The first three months of growing were about as good as it gets with very few frosty 

nights, minimal rain events and fabulous weather at flowering.  Due to near perfect flowering 

conditions, a small amount of fruit dropping was required.  After Christmas came the tricky part 

of the season caused, in part, by the perfect first half.  January and Feb were both the wettest 

since we planted Muritai in 2004.  As in 2017 our lower cropping levels meant we picked  

earlier, reducing the ripening time required and exposure to disease.  Ultimately we picked  

all of our fruit when we wanted and how we wanted it.  Stressful, but very satisfying.  

Winemaker Notes 
Vibrant, fresh and bright attack. Juicy, flavoursome acidity that wonderfully balances  

deep, ripe kiwifruit and mineral citrus that is so ripe it’s mouthfeel is soft.  The structure  

adds to the wine’s complexity which results in a mid-palate that is layered, powerful 

and subtle all once.  The finish is complex, elegant, balanced and incredibly long.

Food Pairing 
Rich enough to match with white meats, tuna or swordfish but equally complimentary 

to white fish, seafood and complex salads.
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